Houlton and Dollman Farm don’t yet appear on Google Maps or Sat Navs so please use the below to complement your travel plans.

SAT NAV postcode – CV23 0AB (for the original Dollman Farmhouse)

From West (from Rugby/Hillmorton)
Follow signs for A428 Hillmorton Road through Hillmorton. Continue on the A428 onto Crick Road. Leave Hillmorton under the railway bridges. Houlton is approx. 100 metres on your left. Enter the development through the new junction (flags and signs mark this entrance) onto Dollman Road. Bear left staying on Dollman Road. Dollman Farm is on your left.

From East (from M1/Crick)
Follow signs for A428 Rugby. Continue through several roundabouts through DIRFT staying on the A428 Crick Road towards Rugby. Houlton is immediately on your right. Enter the development through the new junction (flags and signs mark this entrance) onto Dollman Road. Bear left staying on Dollman Road. Dollman Farm is on your left.